Suggestions of places to eat, places to see, & things to do while in Louisville
Restaurant: With so many restaurants in Louisville, the choices are endless! Here’s a suggestion for your guests:

Bar Vetti: Located in the NULU area of East Market Street, Bar Vetti is a neighborhood Italian restaurant featuring
house-made pastas, brick oven pizza and more in a lively communal space.
• Hours: Monday-Thursday, 5 to 9 pm; Friday & Saturday, 5 to 10 pm; Sunday, 5 to 8:30 pm

Attraction: Louisville is home to many one-of-a-kind attractions. Here’s one suggestion for your guests to check out:

Kentucky Artisan Distillery: Kentucky Artisan Distillery is a very unique place in the distillery world. Kentucky Artisan
Distillery is a contract distiller and bottler, and currently serves as the home for Jefferson’s Reserve Bourbon and
Whiskey Row Bourbon.
• Hours: Thursday-Saturday, 10 am to 4 pm; Sunday, 12 to 4 pm. Reservations required.

A 12-hour Suggestion of Things to do in Louisville*
Morning: Get ready for a bourbon-filled day of exploring the region with breakfast at the brand new Walker’s Exchange

at the Galt House Hotel & Suites. Named for popular Louisville restaurant that was part of the city’s history all the way
back to the 1830s, Walker’s Exchange has a menu full of Southern traditions that meet modern tastes with something
for every palate. After breakfast, hop in the car and head East to begin your bourbon tour with stops along the way
at Wild Turkey Distillery, Four Roses Distillery, and Buffalo Trace Distillery. Learn about the history and heritage of
America’s Native Spirit-- Bourbon. If you’re interested even more history of this spirit, check out the Old Taylor Tour at
Buffalo Trace and discover what has been called the “bourbon pompeii.” On your way back into Louisville, be sure to
stop at one of the newest bourbon distilleries in the state-- Kentucky Artisan Distillery, home to Jefferson’s Reserve.

Afternoon:

Enjoy lunch at Brooke & Billy’s in the Paristown neighborhood. Enjoy bites, bourbon and brews at this
relaxed lunch spot. Afterwards, venture over to Copper & Kings Brandy Distillery and discover how they use traditional
copper pot-distillation to forge non-traditional craft-distilled American brandies that is sonically infused. Journey back
to Main Street for a visit to the Evan Williams Bourbon Experience- across the street from the where Kentucky’s
first commercial distillery first set up shop-- and Kentucky Peerless Distilling Co., a family-owned distillery for five
generations.

Evening:

Finish up the day with dinner at Bar Vetti where you can choose from a large variety of Italian fare from
shareable sized plates to pizza and pasta to delish entrees. Leave some room for one of the desserts or a nightcap.

*Please note: Attractions & restaurants are operating with limited capacity, so it is advised to call ahead to confirm availability.
Discounted attraction & combo tickets, can be found at link below.
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